For our location in Kusterdingen, we are looking for the earliest possible date:

DESIGNER (M/F)
MONTA Lackieranlagen GmbH was founded in 1989 in the Swabian region of Kusterdingen, Germany,
and throughout its 30 years it has developed and produced hundreds of systems to meet various
requirements in the surface treatment sector. A perfect combination of years of experience and
outstanding technical expertise gives rise to tailor-made systems that win users over with their
efficiency and eco-friendliness. Requirements given by customers from a huge range of industries and
individual preferences form the basis for the planning and development of every MONTA system.
Flexibly compiled project teams use creativity and dedication to come up with innovative solutions that
work in practice.

Your responsibilites
Design complete projects
Implement individual customer requests
Create drawings for the approval stage
Cooperate closely with project planning and project management teams
Create and uphold standards
Create a components library
Requirements
Successfully completed studies or further study as a state approved technician, or a techincal
degree
Advanced knowledge of 3D-CAD, ideally in SolidWorks
Several years of experience in systems construction or special machine construction
Good MS-Office skills
Good knowledge of written and spoken English
Strong communication and teamwork skills
Highly commited and flexible
Willing to travel
Able to work independently in a structured, quaility-oriented manner

MONTA.
FOR PERFECT RESULTS IN
PLAN CONSTRUCTION.

What can MONTA do for you
If you want to make a difference in a technically demanding environment with a good working
atmosphere, then this position is varied and provides good opportunities for your personal and
professional development. Give us a call to find out more, or simply send us your application, preferably
by email.

Contact
MONTA Lackieranlagen GmbH
Alexander Blum
Lustnauer Str. 78
72127 Kusterdingen
Germany
Phone:
Fax:
Email:

+49 7071 36692-0
+49 7071 36692-20
job@monta.eu
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